As If We Never Said Goodbye

Music by Andrew Lloyd Webber
Lyrics by Don Black & Christopher Hampton
with contributions by Amy Powers

\( \frac{d}{4} = 96 \)

\[ F^\text{maj}7 \]

\[ B^\text{b}^\text{b}_7/F \]

1. I don’t know why I’m frightened, I
2. whispered conversations, in

\[ F^\text{maj7} \]

\[ F^\text{maj}7 \]

\[ B^\text{b}^\text{b}_7/F \]

\[ F^\text{maj}7 \]
B♭maj/F

know my way around here, the cardboard trees, the
over-crowded hallways,

E♭maj7

paint ed seas, the sound here. Yes, a
thrilling here as always.

B♭maj7/D

world to redis cover, but I'm not in any hurry.
early morning madness,

Gm7

and I need a moment. 2. The

Why.
ev’rything’s as if we never said goodbye...

spent so many mornings just trying to resist you...

I’m trembling now, you can’t know how I’ve

not long until the cameras will start

missed you, missed the fairy tale adventures and the early morning madness
We were in this ever-spinning playground.
and the magic in the making.

young together.
4. I'm Yes.
ev'rything's as if we never said goodbye.

I don't want to be alone, that's all in the past.
This world's waited long enough, I've come home at last. And

this time will be bigger and brighter than we knew it.

So watch me fly, we all know I can do it.

Could I stop my hand from shaking? Has there
Gm7  Eb  B♭/D
ever been a moment  with so much to

C  Fmaj9
live for. The whispered conversations, in

B♭/F  Fmaj9
overcrowded hallways, so much to say, not

Ebmaj7
just today but always. We'll have
early morning madness, we'll have magic in the making.

Yes, every thing's as if we never said goodbye.

N.C. Free time

Oh, please don't ever, ever

make me say, goodbye.